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Introduction.
● I want to give a special shout out to the educators on this call for their expertise,

professionalism, care and commitment to our children and community in these
tumultuous times.

● One change that has emerged from the pandemic and its turmoil is that as
a society we may finally be ready to acknowledge unequivocally that high
quality early care is essential infrastructure without which the country
cannot function and our children cannot thrive. And early care and
education is essential infrastructure for the Jewish community well.

https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/play/usArf--t_T03HdDHuASDVvF5W43sev2sh3UY8vEJnknkVXcCNwDzZ7MUMeSTZ7q6jUBXcNUcAO-ZEEkj?autoplay=true&startTime=1593459025000
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17FNSp8DZxi1BeUvVDz6wGLRSUDibO_Q1/view?usp=sharing
https://www.casje.org/news/exploring-associations-between-jewish-early-care-education-and-engagement


● The promises that we make as Jewish people both to our ancestors and to the
future converge in how well we welcome the youngest children and their families
into Jewish life. The skills and capacities that children develop in high quality
early childhood settings not only set them up for academic success but shape
their emotional and relational selves. It doesn’t get more essential than that. This
presentation will show how Jewish ECE can create an entry point and sometimes
even an amplifier for connection to Jewish life.

About the study.
Several years ago CASJE held a convening to identify critical research questions
for Jewish early childhood education. Out of that day of learning and discussion
we developed the kernel of this project. CASJE then brought together two stellar
research teams with insider and outsider expertise.

Relevance.
● When CASJE first developed this project we did not anticipate the world into

which we would be releasing the findings. It’s a strange time and difficult time but
also paradoxically the right time. The world has been disrupted. ECE has been
disrupted. We have no choice but to change, so let’s change toward
improvements.

● There is a famous debate in the Talmud: Is study greater, or is action greater?
The rabbis conclude: "Study is greater, for it leads to action." We could also
perhaps understand the dictum as saying: Study is greater when it leads to
action. That’s our intention here today.

● This study is a tool for you to act on. It offers data from an independent research
team that shows us what Jewish ECE has accomplished and where Jewish ECE
can do better so that we can make informed decisions as we build our best new
future, and so that we can deliver on the promise that we make to families and
communities that entrust us to welcome the youngest children into Jewish life.
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